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Meet the Candidates – an intervention where voters watch videos of parliamentary candidates answering questions in a debate-like format – took place during the Ugandan 2016 general elections.
Uganda is home to nearly 40 million people and is among the most ethnically diverse countries
in the world. The country has been governed by President Yoweri Museveni and his ruling party,
the National Resistance Movement (NRM), for over thirty years. After a period of single-party or
“no-party” rule, Uganda reinstated multiparty politics in 2005, in the same year that the parliament
voted to abolish presidential term limits.
Voters in Uganda today often hold strong preferences with respect to party, and Ugandan political parties are relatively stable over time. Several of the contemporary opposition parties, such
as the Democratic Party (DP) and the Uganda People’s Congress (UPC) were established around
independence. The main opposition party, the Forum for Democratic Change (FDC) has existed
as a political party since 2005. While ethnicity is a salient political and social cleavage, the two
main presidential candidates for the past four elections are both from the same region, and neither
the ruling party nor the main opposition party is dominated by a single ethnic group. Thus, unlike
some other African countries, party alignment is not simply a reflection of ethnicity.
While there has not been a peaceful transition at the executive level since independence in
1962, and while the president has been elected on five separate occasions, there is considerable
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turnover and political competition for most other elected positions, including the highly coveted
position of member of parliament. The ruling party dominates at all levels, from local councilor to
member of parliament, but competition is often fierce within the NRM.
There are also pockets of inter-party competition, where power at the parliamentary level has
oscillated between the ruling party, opposition parties, and independent candidates. While independent candidates are at times truly independent, many of them lose in NRM primaries and then
go on to run – and not infrequently win a seat – in the general election. About half of all members of parliament running for re-election between 2006 and 2011 lost their seats, reflecting a high
degree of turnover and competition at the parliamentary level.
Parliamentary races in Uganda are frequently very high stakes, with candidates investing their
own money, and relying relatively little on party coffers (Collord, 2016). One estimate puts parliamentary candidates average spending at US$145,000 dollars (Wilkins, 2016) – a staggering amount
in a country with a GDP per capita of just under US$600. Many of these candidates lose both the
race and their entire life savings. In this environment, it is perhaps not surprising that parliamentary candidates will do whatever they can do undermine efforts to share information which might
affect their electoral chances, including previous efforts to provide voters with information about
parliamentarians’ performance in office (Humphreys and Weinstein, 2012).
The official work of Ugandan members of parliament lies almost entirely in legislative duties.
Unlike neighboring Kenya and several other African countries, there is no constituency development fund, and no official constituency service mandated. Nevertheless, MPs report high expectations by their constituents to support community development and personal expenses, such as
school fees, health care expenses, and weddings and burials. Candidates for parliament also spend
ten or even hundreds of thousands of dollars in campaigns leading up to elections, much of which
is used to buy goods such as soap or sugar or distributed simply as cash handouts (Wilkins, 2016).
According to the Afrobarometer survey, Uganda has relatively high levels of political participation in regional perspective. A third of Ugandans report being an active member in a voluntary association or community group, about twice as high a percentage as the average for all sub-Saharan
African countries in the most recent round of the Afrobarometer surveys. The same surveys found
that more than half of Ugandan respondents reported attending a political rally in the last national
election compared to 38 percent for the full sample of African countries, 30 percent said they tried
to persuade others to vote for a particular candidate compared to 24 percent of all countries, 21
percent reported working for a candidate or party compared to 15 percent in the full sample.
It is in the context of pockets of inter-party competition, widespread intra-party competition (at
least within the ruling party), high levels of interest in politics and political debate, and relatively
low access to high quality information, and high-stakes electoral campaigns that we designed our
intervention: candidate videos in which all the candidates in a given constituency are invited to
participate in a recording in which they answer a set of questions about their policy positions,
background, and experience, in something akin to candidate debates. Video recordings were then
viewed by voters who may otherwise have had difficulty acquiring information about the candidates seeking to represent them in office.
During the course of the study, we filmed nearly one hundred parliamentary candidates across
eleven constituencies, in both the primary elections of the ruling party, held in 2015, and in the
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multi-party general elections held in 2016. We screened the resulting constituency-specific videos
in 265 villages around the country to an estimated 12,000 to 24,000 people. In a subset of villages
in four of the constituencies, respondents were randomly assigned to watch the videos privately on
tablets or to a control condition in which they did not watch the videos. This chapter focuses on the
effect of these privately viewed videos, which we consider the common informational intervention
in the Metaketa Initiative. We also briefly discuss the results of the public screenings.1
The information we provide is primarily intended to allow voters to compare candidates with
respect to stated policy positions, as well as background and experience. This information is therefore different from that provided in the other studies in this volume in that it is not strictly an
assessment of incumbents’ past performance. We are interested in the process of candidate selection, since voters do not make decisions about the incumbent in isolation of the other candidates.
The underlying model of voting, therefore, is more prospective than retrospective. That being said,
incumbents had an opportunity to share and justify their performance in office in the previous term,
which of course is different from objective performance information.

Research Design
A central goal of this Metaketa round is to better understand how context can condition the treatment effects of political information on voter behavior. Given the powerful nature of party affiliation in Uganda, we sought both to compare the effect of information in an intra and inter-party
environment, but also to focus our work in constituencies with fairly high levels of inter-party competition. We considered several factors in the design of our informational treatment and research
design.
First, we specifically sought out an informational treatment that would allow us to provide
information on all candidates. Most of the field experiments to date that have provided voters with
information about candidate quality and performance have done so for the incumbent politician or
party only, and not for challengers. One obvious reason for this is that any information provided
about performance in office can, by definition, only be provided about the incumbent. Nevertheless,
the expectation for vote choice is not clear in the absence of knowledge about the information
available to them about challengers. If a voter receives good news about an incumbent, we would
expect that she will be more likely to vote for that candidate. If she receives bad news, however,
we would expect that she is less likely to vote for the incumbent, but her choice will likely depend
on the quality of the challengers, and what she knows about them. If we find no effect of bad news,
it could very well be that her priors on the challengers are much worse than her posteriors on the
poorly performing incumbent.
While we do not test the effect of providing information about only the incumbent versus
all the candidates, it is nevertheless important to note that the extent of information provided is
distinct from many, if not most, other studies examining the effect of information on voter behavior.
Despite these differences with other work, the theoretical framework we employ is the same as that
in the other Metaketa studies, as are our hypotheses about the effect of good and bad news about
candidates on voter behavior.
1
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Second, among the key lessons learned from earlier work on information and accountability
in Uganda is that politicians can and do undermine efforts to promote transparency, including
the obfuscation of information provided in a scorecard by the parliamentary incumbents being
evaluated (Humphreys and Weinstein, 2012). In part because of the backlash by politicians against
the Parliamentary Scorecard in Uganda, we sought to design an information treatment that involved
the support and buy-in of candidates and political parties. Of course, this was itself a potentially
risky strategy, as a lack of cooperation by these parties would have rendered the project infeasible.
However, conditional on buy-in, we believed it unlikely that candidates would try to derail the
study, for reasons outline above.
Fortunately, for the most part, candidates and parties saw debates as an opportunity to reach
more voters and were generally willing and often enthusiastic about participating. Beyond the
feasibility of our study, we sought an intervention with high levels of buy-in by political parties
and the Electoral Commission to increase the potential for scale-up. If perceived as useful and
beneficial by political parties and the Electoral Commission, such a program is more likely to be
scaled-up for future elections, which would likely require both of their participation.
Finally, we were intrigued by the possibility of candidate debates. Presidential debates have
been seen across the region, and the 2016 Ugandan presidential debate was the first to feature
the sitting president, bringing all eight presidential candidates on stage together – holding hands,
no less – just days to the election. The idea of creating a level playing field, quite literally in
the case of the presidential debate, was particularly appealing in a context where a single party is
overwhelmingly dominant. We were also encouraged by findings from a similar study conducted in
Sierra Leone, where Casey, Glennerster and Bidwell (2016) found that watching candidate debates
resulted in a greater likelihood in voting for the perceived winner of the debate. While our theory,
research design and analysis are distinct from that of Casey, Glennerster and Bidwell (2016), their
findings provided us with greater confidence that debates could affect vote choice in the context of
Uganda.
The Intervention
Our treatment for the common arm of the Metaketa is viewing videos of candidates answering
a set of questions about their policy positions, background and experience. Voters in the treatment
group viewed a video of the parliamentary candidates in their constituency privately on tablets
as part of a survey. While for ease of exposition we occasionally refer to the videos as debates,
it is important to note that the candidates did not in fact interact with one another in the videos.
The videos were edited such that all candidates were presented together answering questions, but
the treatment differs importantly from a true debate in that the candidates did not interact with
one another. This decision was made for both logistical reasons and in an effort to control the
information environment, giving each candidate the same amount of time for each question without
interruption or interference.
In order to produce the videos, we invited all candidates for area MP2 in a given constituency
into a recording studio in Kampala to respond to a set of standardized questions about their policy
positions and qualifications. Figure 1 shows a candidate in the studio where the videos were
2
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recorded. The responses were then edited to produce one video per constituency in which all
filmed candidates answer each question in turn. The video also provided a brief introduction with
information on the minimum qualifications, roles and responsibilities of members of parliament,
as well as the functions of the different branches of government.
The questions centered on two dimensions,
which we term policy and image. The three
policy questions asked candidates’ positions on
three separate policy issues, which were salient
in the 2016 elections: 1) their priority sector for
the constituency (such as health, education, security, etc.), 2) their position on whether additional administrative districts should be created
in Uganda, and 3) their position on the legal consequences for candidates convicted of vote buying. The three image questions included: 1)
their qualifications for running for office (educaFigure 1: Candidate during a recording session tion, career history, community experience), 2)
the personal characteristic that they believe best
prepares them for office, and 3) how their past achievements demonstrate that they will be an effective representative of their constituents in parliament. The exact wording of questions asked of
the candidates are provided in Appendix C.
We formulated these questions in collaboration with our implementing partners and shared
them with candidates prior to recording. Our
goal was to select policy questions in which 1)
we would observe variation in responses across
candidates, 2) the policy preference was of substantive importance to voters, and 3) the policy
issue was unlikely to be brought to the floor of
parliament before the election. Achieving these
three goals was somewhat difficult, particularly
reconciling the second and third consideration.
Figure 2: Candidate as seen in the video
We wanted to avoid issues that were being debated in parliament or where new legislation was likely to pass, since a national discussion might
affect the preferences of voters, and we wanted voter preferences to be consistent over time and
across the NRM primary elections (October 2015) and the general elections (February 2016). In
keeping with the first criteria, we wanted to avoid policy preferences that were associated with
party positions, since if this was the case there would have been no variation across candidates in
the NRM primaries.
At the studio, trained moderators facilitated the candidate interviews to ensure uniformity of treatment across constituencies and candidates. For example, moderators ensured that each candidate
answered every question and received equal time for each question. The videos were held in local languages, and candidates’ names and party affiliations were included in the video to increase
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name and face recognition. Figure 2 shows an example of how a candidate appeared in the video,
together with her name at the bottom and party affiliation (party name and symbol) in the top right
corner.
Subjects and Context
In order to be eligible to participate in the study, individuals needed to have registered to vote in
the general election and be accessible by phone. Subjects did not necessarily need to own a phone,
but needed to be able to provide a phone number of a friend, relative, or neighbor through whom
they could be reached on election day. Of the sampled voters, 2% had to be replaced at the listing
stage since they could not be reached by any phone.
The study was conducted in four parliamentary constituencies located in central and eastern
Uganda, highlighted in orange in Figure 3. These constituencies were part of a larger set of eleven
constituencies included in a broader study. We sought to identify rural constituencies that were
competitive both within the ruling party and across parties. In order to identify a set of competitive
constituencies, we first selected a set of 58 rural constituencies using the following criteria for
competitiveness: (a) different parties have won in the previous two general elections (2006 and
2011)3 and (b) average vote margins across the past two elections of at most 20 percent. We then
excluded constituencies where electoral violence expected to take place by local experts, as well as
constituencies that were difficult to reach, such as islands, and constituencies speaking relatively
rare languages where it would be difficult to recruit enumerators.

Figure 3: Map of selected constituencies
After excluding constituencies for the aforementioned reasons, a total of 27 constituencies re3

We consider Independents as a party for this exercise. Constituencies where the same Member of Parliament
served for two different parties were excluded from our sample.
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mained eligible for inclusion.4 Of these, we randomly selected eleven for inclusion in the study.
The remainder serve as controls, to assess downstream effects of the intervention.5 In cases where
a constituency had to be replaced, this was done following the random order, i.e. with the constituency with the next smallest random number within the same strata.6
Of the eleven constituencies, four were selected for the individual treatment arm discussed
here.7 For logistical reasons, we selected four constituencies in relatively close geographic proximity. In half of the constituencies the incumbent was a member of the ruling party.
Randomization
To sample polling stations, we selected the three polling stations with the highest overlap between
a polling station catchment area and its ‘main’ village in each parish.8 We define the main village
as the village contributing the highest number of voters to a polling station according to the updated
voter register of the national Electoral Commission (2015). Overlap is defined as the percentage
of voters in a given polling station that come from its main village. For example, a polling station
where 90% of voters come from the village contributing the highest number of voters is considered
to have higher overlap than a polling station where only a maximum of 20% of voters come from
one village.
We worked with two units of randomization, polling stations and individuals. First, we randomly assigned sampled polling stations to the public screening, individual arm, or pure control.
Randomization was blocked at the constituency level. Second, in polling stations assigned to the
individual treatment arm of the study, we randomly assigned individual respondents to one of three
treatment conditions: a private video screening (n=428), exposure to polling results to study bandwagon effects (n=427), and control (n=402). (Note that the poll treatment, while pre-specified in
the pre-analysis plan of the larger project, is not analyzed in this chapter since it is not part of the
common arm.) To sample respondents, we first randomly selected 120 names from the official
voter registry. Then, an enumerator met with the local village chairperson or other knowledgeable
persons if the chairperson was not available, to go through the randomly ordered list and remove
4

In one constituency, Bugweri, the incumbent had served the previous term, violating criteria a). However, this
constituency was included because the original result tally showed a different party winning the 2011 election. The
result was eventually overturned. In any case, this series of events shows the constituency to be highly competitive.
5
We blocked the sampling of constituencies on (i) region and (ii) whether the incumbent’s party was an opposition
party or not (defined as NRM or Independent). From the resulting strata, we stick as closely as possible to drawing 1
out of 3. This implies oversampling of the non-opposition strata in the North (2 out of 4) and of the opposition strata
in the West (1 out of 2).
6
Three constituencies were ultimately replaced with a control constituency from the same strata. One because the
constituency was likely to be split, and two others because the NRM data available at the time of final sample selection
showed zero or one contestant. In the lead up to the general elections, a number of new constituencies were created.
We expect split constituencies to decrease in competitiveness, and therefore exclude any constituency which was listed
in the relevant parliamentary committee report. Source: Report by the Sectoral Committee on Public Service and Local
Government on the Motion for a Resolution of Parliament to Create New Counties. Office of the Clerk to Parliament,
July 2015.
7
Due to logistical and budget concerns, it was not possible to implement the individual study arms in all eleven
constituencies.
8
To minimize spillover, we excluded polling stations from the sample which: (a) were part of the sample of the
other Metaketa Uganda team, and/or (b) had a main village where voters are registered in polling stations in two
different parishes.
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from the sample any individual who did not reside in the village and should therefore not have
been included in the sample frame in the first place.9 This process continued until we had a list of
85 registered voters who resided in the village or the list was exhausted. This correction process
eliminated an average of 26% of names from the list randomly drawn from the voter register.10
Then, again with the help of the village chairperson, the enumerator drew a map of the village
to locate respondent households on a village map. The enumerator(s) then visited each respondent
to inform them of the date and time the survey would be taking place. Respondents were replaced
if he/she a) would not be in the village on the day of enumeration, b) was not in a mental state fit to
participate in the survey at the time of mobilization (for example, intoxication), c) was unwilling
to participate, d) was ill or busy taking care of someone ill, or e) could not be reached by phone
on election day. 6% of respondents of the corrected sample frame were replaced at this stage, 2%
because they could not provide a phone number under which they could be reached.11
Data Collection and Measurement
We conducted two rounds of panel data collection. The first wave of the panel was conducted in
person, and for those assigned to the treatment, the treatment was administered in the course of
the survey. The second wave was conducted by phone on the day of the election and the days
immediately following the election.
In the first survey wave, we collected data on demographics, controls and moderators as specified by the Metaketa group, political knowledge, and intended vote choice. In addition, we collected data on respondents’ priors on a number of dimensions, which we used to construct our
measure of good news, discussed in greater detail below. Upon completing this section of the
survey, respondents in the treatment group watched the video on tablets with headsets carried by
enumerators. After watching the video, they were asked a set of follow up questions about the
video and what information they had acquired from it.
In the second, phone-based wave of the survey, we collected data on voting behavior, particularly turnout and vote choice for member of parliament. We also collect data on political knowledge, perceived likability of the candidates, and information on candidate behavior in the polling
station catchment area. Since overreporting of turnout is a concern, respondents were also asked a
set of simple factual questions about the voting process in order to verify turnout.
Attrition and treatment compliance
Thanks to a detailed tracking protocol, attrition was low. Of the 847 respondents enrolled into
the study, 750 (89%) completed the endline survey. Attrition is balanced across the treatment and
control groups.12 While attrition is balanced across treatment and control, attrition was negatively
9

Specifically, the enumerator read the following script: “I have a list of 120 randomly sampled voters from this
village. Our statisticians produced it from the voter register, which the Electoral Commission has shared with us. I
will read you each name. Please confirm for each whether they are a resident in this village.”
10
Based on tracking sheets of 44% of the sample at time of publication.
11
Based on tracking sheets of 44% of the sample at time of publication.
12
The two-sided t-test testing for imbalanced attrition between treatment and control groups yields a p-value of
0.523.
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correlated with self-reported turnout in 2011 and with wealth. Attrition also varied somewhat
across constituencies.
Treatment compliance was high. Of the 445 respondents who were assigned to the treatment
group, 91% watched the video completely while 7% watched most of it, as reported by the enumerator administering the treatment.

Defining good news
Our intervention necessarily bundled different types of information. Our definition of good and bad
news therefore needs to solve the issues of aggregation and appropriate coding. We think of our
information treatment as providing information along two different dimensions, candidates’ policy platforms and candidates’ characteristics (commonly referred to as candidate image (Hacker,
2004).13 In the video, we have three questions related to policy and three questions related to candidate image.14 We are interested in the degree to which the positions of a given candidate align
with the preferences of a given voter, which we assess at baseline. Here, good news is defined
as greater than a priori expected congruence between voters’ and candidates’ policy preferences.
Good news can be objectively defined by comparing a respondent’s prior on whether a candidate’s
policy position aligns with her own policy preference with the actual alignment revealed in the
video. This approach is applicable to both the treatment and the control group.
With regard to candidate characteristics, we differentiate between three different categories:
competence, understanding of policy issues, and eloquence. For each of them, we collect voters’
priors, voters’ posteriors (in the treatment group) and expert assessments, all measured on the same
scale. Good (bad) news on the three dimensions of candidate image is defined as experts’ average
assessment a candidate’s performance as being better (worse) than a respondent’s priors for that
candidate.
Policy dimension:
For policy positions, we consider it as good news if a candidate’s policy preferences are more
aligned with those of the voter than anticipated, or are as aligned as anticipated (thus offering
greater certainty), and as bad news otherwise. The distance between the prior and the information
provided determine the degree to which news are good or bad.
We consider it “very good news” if a voter had a prior that a candidate’s policy position was
not aligned, but the position is indeed aligned, as “good news” if a voter didn’t have a prior on
whether the policy positions were aligned and finds out that they are aligned and as “weakly good
news” if a voter’s prior that policy positions are aligned is confirmed, thus reducing uncertainty.
Conversely, we consider it “very bad news” if a voter had a prior that policy positions were aligned
but the information reveals that they are not, as “bad news” if a voter did not have a prior and the
information reveals that they are not aligned and as “weakly bad news” if a voter’s prior that policy
positions are not aligned is confirmed.
13

American Politics has a rich literature on voters’ perceptions of candidate characteristics and the importance of
debates for shaping them (Schill and Kirk, 2014; Brubaker and Hanson, 2009; Benoit, Hansen and Verser, 2003).
14
Note that information on policy preferences relate to congruence between voters and candidates, while information
related to candidate image relates to performance.
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Image dimension:
We measured the priors and the information content for each of the three image categories
for each politician and individual subject during the baseline survey for both treatment and control groups. We then invited Ugandan journalists and civil society members to watch the videos
independently, and to answer the identical questions and answer choices as used to measure respondents’ priors on the three candidate image categories (competence, understanding of policy
issues, and eloquence). Each video was reviewed by four to five experts. An average score based
on the expert ratings was calculated for each candidate on each of the three dimensions. Then, we
calculate the difference, for each candidate-respondent dyad, between average expert assessment
and respondent prior for each of the three dimensions.
We use expert assessments rather than respondents’ subjective perception of candidate performance in the videos to define good and bad news for two reasons. The first is conceptual. We
care about the information content relative to priors, rather than the direction of updating the information results in, which has been shown in other contexts to be influenced by partisan biases
(see the large literature on motivated reasoning, for example Redlawsk (2002)). We deem expert
assessments more objective since experts were assessing candidates for whom they were not constituents. The second is practical. By design we cannot ask respondents in the control condition
about their perception of a candidate’s performance in the video. The alternative method for determining quality of news would be to use predicted updating based on baseline characteristics rather
than measured updating, which would introduce a host of assumptions.
Finally, we construct a weighted average of good/bad news across the six different dimensions.
The weights for each dimension were collected at baseline for all respondents, asking how they
weighted the different categories of information when deciding how to vote.15 We then used the
relative weights16 to construct a respondent specific average of the type of information each voter
received – or would have received, in the case of the control group – on each candidate. As shown
in Table 1, on average, respondents considered the different dimensions of similar importance. Our
results are robust to using equal weighting of the six components. Distributions of these weights
are shown in Figure 8 in the Appendix.
All distances between information and prior were rescaled to [-1, 1] and weights applied to
construct the aggregate news across the six categories.
15
The survey question reads: “There are many factors people take into consideration when deciding how to assess
a candidate. I’m going to read you a few such factors. For each of them, please tell me how important you consider
them in your personal evaluation of candidates for area MP: very important, somewhat important, neither important
nor unimportant, somewhat unimportant, or very unimportant. List of criteria: (a) Whether a candidate thinks that the
same issues are a priority for your constituency as you do. (b) Whether a candidate has the same policy priority for
Uganda as a whole as you. (c) Whether a candidate holds the same position as you on whether or not more districts
should be created in Uganda. (d) How well a candidate understands policy issues. (e) How well qualified, considering
education, job, and life experience a candidate is to represent your constituency. (f) How well a candidate can express
him/herself.
16
To ensure weights are comparable across respondents, we rescaled Likert responses such that the relative weights
assigned to the different categories add up to one for each respondent.
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Table 1: Components of information treatment
Dimension

Category

Weight

Mean weight

Policy

Alignment on constituency policy priority
Alignment on anti-vote-buying policy
Alignment on position on district splitting

a
b
c

0.178
0.146
0.143

Candidate image

Competence
Understanding of policy issues
Eloquence

d
e
f

0.174
0.181
0.177

Mean weights are based on the baseline survey with n = 750 registered voters.

Descriptive statistics
We provide some descriptive statistics on subjects to give a better sense of the context in which
the study took place. The four constituencies are relatively ethnically homogeneous, with all but
one having an ethnic group constituting a majority of the sample. In Bugweri, 84 percent of
the respondents were Basoga, in Budaka 76 percent of respondents were Bagwere, and Buikwe
South and Lugazi were 68 percent and 45 percent Baganda, respectively. Given that all but one
candidate17 were also of the majority ethnic group, the majority of respondents were coethnics
with all or most of the candidates – 63 percent of the respondent-candidate dyads were coethnics.
Table 7 in the Appendix provides an overview.
In terms of political participation and interest in politics, 75 percent of respondents reported
voting in the previous general elections in 2011. Of those who reported voting the 2011 parliamentary elections, 64 percent reported voting for a ruling party candidate, while 92 percent reported
voting for the ruling party presidential candidate, Yoweri Museveni, who won that election and the
next. Further, 57 percent of respondents reported voting in the primary elections of the ruling party.
Thus, the majority of respondents were either NRM leaning or NRM members. However, the difference in reported vote choice for president and parliamentary candidates in the 2011 election
suggests that respondents were more willing to vote for non-NRM candidates in the parliamentary
than presidential races. 62 percent said that “individual merit” had a more important role to play
than party affiliation in the respondent’s decision about whom to vote for member of parliament.
The vast majority of respondents knew the party affiliation of their current MP (81 percent)
and half knew the name of the Speaker of Parliament at the time. 34 percent of respondents said
they often or very often talked about political issues with neighbors or other members of their
community, which was about the same percentage of those who reported such conversations with
family members. There was a sizable gender component to discussion about politics, however.
While 43 percent of men reported talking often or very often to community members and family
about politics, among women, only 25 percent reported talking regularly about politics to family
members and only 23 percent to community members. Most respondents reported consuming
news frequently (“a few times a week” or “everyday”). Most popular news sources were radios
17

In one of our four constituencies, one candidate is Banyarwanda, while the other eight candidates are Baganda.
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(69 percent), followed by newspapers (13 percent), and by television (12 percent).

Results
This section summarizes the treatment effects of watching Meet the Candidates videos on the two
primary outcome variables employed in the meta-analysis: turnout and vote choice. For comparability with other studies in this volume, we first report the effect of good and bad news on turnout
and vote choice for the subsample of incumbent candidates. For analyses of vote choice, we also
report the effect of good and bad news for the sample of viable candidates (those who received at
least 10% of the vote share according to official polling results) and all candidates.
Our main specification includes a vector of the demeaned control variables listed in Table 6, as
well as the interaction terms between the treatment indicator and the demeaned controls. Results
without controls are also presented below. Further, we include a measure of the distance between
the prior and the information content, which can be thought of as the amount of news someone
received, as well as the interaction between distance and treatment. All else equal, we would
expect the treatment effect to be increasing in the amount of news received. We split the sample
between respondents eligible to receive good news and those eligible to receive bad news. The
estimation equation is included in Appendix B.1, further details are included in the preregistered
meta-preanalysis plan and the preanalysis plan for this study.18
Turnout and vote choice were measured through a phone-based endline survey, conducted in the
evening of election day and the following days. To correct for potential overreporting of turnout,
we asked a simple factual question which respondents were likely to answer correctly only if they
had in fact voted: which finger had been used to verify their identity in newly introduced biometric
machines. 81% of respondents said that their right thumb was used. Since the biometric machines
were introduced for the first time in this election, it is unlikely respondents could have learned this
information from a previous election and it seems an unlikely piece of information to share with
family and friends.
We report our results using self-reported voting behavior that has been verified, i.e. only respondents who answered the finger verification question correctly are coded as having voted. Note
that in our case vote choice is less subject to social desirability bias than turnout since our treatment
never explicitly indicated a best or worst choice of candidate.
Turnout
First we report our findings with respect to turnout. Here, we assess whether receiving good or
bad news about the incumbent affected respondents’ propensity to vote at all. We find a large and
positive treatment effect of good news about the incumbent on turnout, which is statistically significant with and without covariates. There is a nine percentage point increase in turnout among
those who received good news about the incumbent in the specification without covariates, compared to the control group. The addition of the pre-specified covariates reduces the magnitude of
18

The preanalysis plan is available here: http://egap.org/registration/1273
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the coefficient on the treatment slightly, to 7.8 percentage points, and remains significant. Figure 4
illustrates these results. We find no effect on turnout of receiving bad news about the incumbent.

Figure 4: Treatment effects turnout, news about incumbent only
Table 2: Treatment effect on turnout

Treatment
Constant
Controls
N
R2

(1)
Turnout
Good news

(2)
Turnout
Good news

(3)
Turnout
Bad news

(4)
Turnout
Bad news

0.078*
(0.040)
0.740***
(0.030)

0.090**
(0.041)
0.725***
(0.030)

-0.014
(0.053)
0.774***
(0.036)

-0.007
(0.051)
0.769***
(0.035)

Yes
456
0.141

No
456
0.029

Yes
294
0.112

No
294
0.029

Notes: The unit of observation is the voter-incumbent dyad. All specifications include constituency fixed effects. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05,
* p<0.1.

Vote Choice
Next, we turn to vote choice. Here, the unit of analysis is the voter-candidate dyad. In other words,
we ask, did the intervention affect the propensity of voter i to vote for candidate j, conditional on
whether the voter received positive news about candidate j during the debate, compared to voters
13

who would have also received positive news, but were not assigned to treatment? Similarly, were
voters who received negative news about a given candidate less likely to vote for her, relative to
the relevant control group? Those who did not vote at all received a value of 0 for vote choice for
all candidate dyads, since they did not vote for any candidate. As noted, for comparability with
the other studies in this volume, the main analysis we present here focuses only on the dyads that
include the incumbent candidate. However, we also present analyses using the candidate dyads of
all viable candidates, defined as all candidates who received at least ten percent of the votes in their
constituency, and then finally all candidates who participated in the election. The sample sizes are
shown in Table 3.
Incumbents

Viable candidates

All candidates

Good news

456
61%

987
49%

2,328
53%

Bad news

294
39%

1,034
51%

2,049
47%

Total

750

2,021

4,377

Notes: The unit of observation is the voter-candidate dyad. Viable candidates are defined as those with a vote share of at least ten
percent.

Table 3: Sample sizes
Interestingly, voters were more likely to receive good news about incumbents than about challengers. 61 percent of voters received good news about the incumbent, compared to 49 percent
among viable candidates and 53 percent among the full sample. Since news is defined as the distance between voters’ priors on the one hand and actual policy alignment and video performance as
assessed by experts on the other, this suggests that voters are overly pessimistic about incumbents’
quality in the absence of information interventions. Low priors about incumbent MP quality may
partially explain the high levels of turnover at the parliamentary level.
We begin by assessing the effect on an intermediate outcome measure, respondents’ expectation
of a candidate’s future effort levels. We find that exposure to good news had a positive treatment
effect on respondents’ expectations. In particular, respondents who watched videos conveying
good news about a candidate were more likely to say that they expected that candidate to exert
more effort than other candidates if elected into office, compared to the control group. The effect
is of considerable magnitude: 0.18 point increase off a mean of 2.2 points on a four-point scale,
and highly statistically significant (sample: all candidates). Receiving bad news did not have a
significant treatment effect on expected effort levels. Results are summarized in Table 8 in the
Appendix.
Next, we examine the effect of good and bad news on our primary outcome variable – vote
choice. We find that among incumbent dyads, there is a positive coefficient on the treatment effect
for good news but this effect is not significant under any specification, given the considerably
smaller sample size. We also do not find an effect of receiving bad news about the incumbent on
the likelihood of voting for that candidate.
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Figure 5: Treatment effects on vote choice
We also examine the effect of good and bad news about all candidates and all viable candidates
in the four constituencies. If voters act strategically, we should not expect them to change their
vote choice in favor of a non-viable candidate in response to the treatment: Even the most positive
news is unlikely to bring such candidate into the realm of winning office, thus rendering any ballot
cast in favor of such candidate a wasted vote. To take this into account, we create a sample that
includes viable candidates, which we define as those with at least 10% of the vote share.19 To
account for the fact that observations are voter-candidate dyads, and therefore not independent at
the voter level for those analyses including multiple dyads per respondent, we cluster standard
errors by voter.
The treatment effects of receiving goods and bad news for the three samples, incumbents only,
viable candidates, and all candidates, are shown in Figure 5. As expected, treatment effects of good
news are stronger among viable candidates than among the full sample: The probability of voting
for a viable candidate increases by 3.9 percentage points if exposed to good news, compared to
1.7 percentage points in the full sample. Like the analysis of incumbent dyads, bad news does not
seem to shift vote choice away from viable candidates more so than candidates in the full sample.
It could be that voters more readily positively than negatively update their beliefs about viable
19

Vote share is necessarily a post-treatment measure. Since we treated only a small share of voters in any constituency, it is highly unlikely that vote shares were affected by the intervention. Note that we did not pre-specify this
analysis.
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candidates. Robustness tests with self-reported vote choice taken at face-value are presented in
Table 11 in the Appendix. The findings are consistent with those presented here.
Together, these results suggest a consistent effect of good news for on vote choice, but no effect
of bad news. The fact that the coefficient for the incumbent only is almost identical to that of viable
candidates, only in the case of the former the treatment effect is not significant, suggests that we
are underpowered when examining an analysis of incumbents only.
Table 4: Treatment effect of good news on vote choice

Treatment
Treat x Distance
Distance
Constant
Controls
N
R2

(1)
Incumbent

(2)
Viable

(3)
All

(4)
Incumbent

(5)
Viable

(6)
All

0.048
(0.033)
0.006
(0.027)
-0.020
(0.019)
0.144***
(0.025)

0.039**
(0.018)
0.009
(0.016)
-0.018*
(0.011)
0.144***
(0.013)

0.017**
(0.008)
0.010
(0.009)
-0.009
(0.005)
0.067***
(0.006)

0.038
(0.035)
0.025
(0.027)
-0.040**
(0.019)
0.150***
(0.026)

0.040**
(0.020)
0.003
(0.017)
-0.039***
(0.011)
0.147***
(0.014)

0.021**
(0.009)
0.002
(0.009)
-0.014**
(0.006)
0.065***
(0.006)

Yes
456
0.262

Yes
987
0.254

Yes
2,328
0.258

No
456
0.082

No
987
0.073

No
2,328
0.027

Notes: Sample restricted to voters who were eligible to receive good news about a given candidate,
i.e. their priors were equal or lower than the expert assessment of candidate performance and revealed policy alignment. The unit of observation is voter-candidate dyad. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05,
* p<0.1.

Table 5: Treatment effect of bad news on vote choice

Treatment
Treat x Distance
Distance
Constant
Controls
N
R2

(1)
Incumbent

(2)
Viable

(3)
All

(4)
Incumbent

(5)
Viable

(6)
All

0.009
(0.052)
-0.020
(0.047)
-0.013
(0.033)
0.337***
(0.035)

0.010
(0.024)
0.025
(0.026)
-0.036*
(0.020)
0.318***
(0.016)

0.000
(0.012)
0.010
(0.016)
-0.024*
(0.013)
0.178***
(0.008)

-0.005
(0.054)
-0.002
(0.048)
-0.037
(0.034)
0.337***
(0.037)

-0.009
(0.025)
0.027
(0.026)
-0.092***
(0.019)
0.312***
(0.017)

-0.017
(0.014)
0.007
(0.018)
-0.087***
(0.014)
0.182***
(0.010)

Yes
294
0.310

Yes
1,034
0.290

Yes
2,049
0.387

No
294
0.128

No
1,034
0.071

No
2,049
0.065

Notes: The unit of observation is voter-candidate dyad. Sample restricted to voters who were eligible
to receive bad news about a given candidate, i.e. their priors were higher than the expert assessment
of candidate performance and revealed policy alignment. All specifications include constituency
fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered at the individual level. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.
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One may ask what type of candidate our treatment “helped” the most. That is, what were the
drivers of good and bad news about candidates? The lowest average share of respondents who
(would have) received good news about a candidate was 25 percent for a candidate who turned out
to be the winner, and the highest share was 77 percent, for a minor candidate who received zero
percent of the reported votes by respondents. Were there any predictors of the average good news
score for candidates?
Figure 6 shows the relationship between five potentially relevant variables and average good
news scores. Each coefficient was estimated in a separate regression model with only one predictor,
where the unit of analysis was the candidate (n=24). Candidate popularity, as measured by intended
vote choice, was negatively correlated with good news, as was being a candidate from the ruling
party. This could reflect a tendency of voters to be overly optimistic about the quality of those who
they plan to vote for, and about ruling party candidates. It could also suggest that in the absence
of an information campaign voters hold very low opinions of those whom they do not plan to vote
and those about whom they know little.

Figure 6: Predictors of average good news rating (bivariate relationships)
This analysis may shed some light on why our findings on good news are more robust than on
bad news. Voters are most likely to receive bad news about the person they are most likely to vote
for. It is perhaps not surprising then, that the effect of bad news is weak or even non-existent.

Heterogeneous treatment effects
We do not find evidence for the existence of any of the heterogeneous treatment effects specified
in the meta preanalysis plan, with two notable exceptions. First, the positive treatment effect of
good news on vote choice cancels out for candidates from whom voters did not expect to receive
any personal favors if elected (significant in the specification with controls only, but signs are
consistent). Second, as one might expect, we find that the positive treatment effect of good news
on vote choice is entirely driven by respondents who reported at baseline that they considered a
17

video about candidates to be a credible source of information. Tables 9 and 10 in the Appendix
summarize these results. Unfortunately due to a programming error we did not measure expected
corruption, which was a pre-specified heterogeneous treatment effect in the joint pre-analysis plan.

Alternate arm: Public screening of candidate videos
The alternate arm of our study included the same intervention as described above, but altered
the way in which information was delivered, and also varied the political context in which the
information was shared. Specifically, we conducted public rather than private viewings of Meet
the Candidates videos in eleven constituencies, inclusive of the four in which we conducted private
screenings. We compiled and screened these videos in two types of electoral environments: the
primary elections of the ruling party, the National Resistance Movement (NRM), and the multiparty general elections.
Given the powerful nature of party affiliation in Uganda, we sought both to compare the effect
of information in an intra and inter-party environment, focusing our work in constituencies with
fairly high levels of inter-party competition. In party strongholds, whether ruling party or opposition, we expected information effects would be weaker or even non-existent during the general
election. That is, in areas that strongly support a particular party, and where the candidate from
that party will almost surely win, news about the likely winner or the challengers – whether good
or bad – is less likely to matter than where the race is more competitive. In the event of bad news
about the likely winner, voters are less likely to change their vote unless they believe many others
will as well, else their vote is likely to be wasted. In a closer race, voters would need a relatively
smaller number of voters to change their vote from the likely winner in order for their vote not to
be wasted. While we do not test whether this feature of the context conditioned treatment effects,
we note that our intervention took place in the context of constituencies that were expected to be
competitive, and not party strongholds.20 Because of the strength of party identification, we believed voters would be more likely to change their vote in response to new information in an intra
rather than inter-party setting.
Just as in the common arm of the study, we filmed all candidates willing to participate in each
of the eleven constituencies, once during the primary elections of the ruling party, and once during
the general election. We randomly assigned polling station catchment areas to either treatment
or control, where the treatment comprised of a public screening of the video, like that shown in
Figure 7. As in the common arm, we conducted a baseline survey, a posterior survey of those who
20

Our theoretical expectations are in line with respect to strongholds versus competitive constituencies in in line
with those of Grossman and Michelitch (2017), who also work in the context of Uganda, but diverge from those of
Cruz, Keefer and Labonne (2016), who find larger information effects in party strongholds. Unlike the Philippines, our
context is not one in which incumbent politicians have a strong electoral advantage. As noted, about half of incumbents
running for re-election lose their seats each election cycle. In fact, incumbent disadvantage has been documented in
several similar contexts (Klašnja, 2015). In our context, party strongholds are not necessarily equivalent to incumbent
politician strongholds. That is, turnover among party members is relatively high also within party strongholds. We
therefore expect stronger effects of information in primary elections, but less so in the general elections when the party
flagbearer has already been chosen. In order to test our theoretical expectations about information effects in primary
versus general election settings, we selected constituencies which we expected would be competitive in both races.
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had watched the video, and an endline survey on election day and the subsequent days. Altogether
we filmed 80 percent of the candidates participating in the primary election and 91 percent of those
participating in the general election, for a total of nearly one hundred candidates. The full results
of the study can be found in Platas and Raffler (2017) and are noted in brief below.

Figure 7: Meet the Candidates screening

First, we find that watching
the videos increased political
knowledge, measured as a index of the roles and responsibilities of Members of Parliament,
share of candidates known, and
knowledge of candidates’ priority sector for the voter’s constituency. We do not find that
watching the videos had an effect on turnout in the aggregate.
We also do not find effects on
vote choice of either good or bad
news about candidates.

Second, as anticipated, we find that while there is an effect on self-reported, verified vote choice
of watching the videos in both the primary and general election, the way in which the treatment
affects vote choice differs. Specifically, we find that watching the videos in the primary election
results in greater switching from intended vote choice to the best performer in the video, both as
defined by ratings provided by the sample of all viewers as well as by the panel of experts. In
the general election, voters are not more likely to switch to the best performer after watching the
video. Rather, we find that voters are more likely to switch away from the ruling party candidate
and toward opposition candidates. Note that we cannot detect these effects in official polling station
data.
We are able to rule out the possibility that vote switching is due to response bias – it is not
the case that those who watched the videos were less likely to believe the research team was
sent by government and therefore more likely to report their true vote choice, for example, for
an opposition candidate. We can also rule out the possibility that flagbearers of the ruling party
performed badly, or worse than the average candidate. On the contrary, ten of the eleven candidates
of the ruling party were rated above the median in terms of debate performance. Rather, the
evidence suggests that watching the videos encouraged some NRM-leaning voters to reconsider
other options. Together, the results suggest that public debates in party primaries and general
elections may result in the election of popular candidates and also potentially level the playing
field where one party dominates others in the electoral space.

Conclusion
The results of Meet the Candidates offer a somewhat more promising outlook for the role of information in shaping voter behavior than other studies in this volume. We find that voters are more
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likely to vote for those candidates about whom they receive good news, and more likely to turnout
to vote after receiving good news about the incumbent. We do not find a significant effect of good
news on voting for the incumbent, but the magnitude of the treatment coefficient is very similar to
that of the sample of viable candidates. We find no effect of bad news on voter behavior. While we
do not find an effect of good news on vote choice in the alternate treatment arm in which debates
were publicly screened, we find that voters switched to the debate winner in the primary elections
and from the ruling to the opposition party in the general elections. How and why do our findings
differ from the other studies, and the meta-analysis, which finds no overall effect of good or bad
information on voting behavior? In what ways are our findings similar to others in this volume and
beyond? Why is it that we find an effect of good news but no effect of bad news?
While we cannot answer these questions definitively, we discuss some possible explanations.
First, the type of information with which we provided voters was somewhat different than that of
the other studies in that it did not include an external assessment of past incumbent performance.
Our measure of good news was not so much about past performance in office – as is the case for
the other studies – as degree of alignment on policy positions, demonstration of understanding
policy issues, ability to express oneself, and perceived competence. Of course, we can by no
means definitively say whether this type of information is more or less relevant to voters than, say,
the percentage of plenary sessions or committee meetings an incumbent attends, since we did not
directly compare the two. We can say, however, that voters responded to the type of information
we provided by voting for those candidates – incumbents and others – about whom they received
good news.
Additionally, respondents heard directly from candidates themselves. It is possible that hearing
information from candidates made the content of the information more salient, or perceived as
more credible. One can imagine even in the context of a developed democracy, voters may place
greater import on campaign promises than prior legislative performance (or even experience in
politics), especially when it is difficult to assess how legislative performance relates to candidates’
ability to benefit their constituents. A voter may not care how often her representative shows up
to parliament as long as her policy preferences are realized. It possible that campaign promises
delivered by candidates and aimed at constituents are easier to comprehend than statistics about
legislative performance, and therefore may require relatively less cognitive effort to incorporate
into voters’ decision making processes.
Second, we sought to provide information about all candidates, rather than the incumbent alone.
The goal of providing information across the studies in this volume is the same – to help voters
make a more informed decision about whom to vote for – but the information we provided encouraged comparison between candidates rather than purely retrospective assessment of incumbent
performance in office. Again, we cannot say whether the treatment effects we detect suggest voters are more likely to assess candidates prospectively rather than retrospectively, but this possibility
is something to consider.
That said, our results are not entirely inconsistent with others. For example, with respect to
vote choice, our results are similar to those found by Buntaine et al and to some extent, to Arias
et al in Mexico. In other words, as predicted, we find that good news has a positive effect on vote
choice. It is worth recalling that both Buntaine et al and our study took place in Uganda, and
both on the sample of the population that had access to mobile phones. Also similar to most other
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studies, we do not find an effect of bad news on voter behavior. Why? Evidence from Mexico
suggests that providing information about corruption depressed turnout (Chong et al., 2010), and
we might have imagined turnout and vote share similarly effected in our study. However, the “bad”
news in our information treatment was nowhere near as negative as reports of corruption – voters
may have been disappointed by candidates’ performance or policy positions, but it is unlikely they
would have been disgusted in the way they might have if provided with corruption reports.
Next we assess implementation issues, and particularly politician responses, in comparative
perspective. By far the most problematic interference by politicians in this round of studies took
place in the study by Chauchard and Sircar, which was forced to stop in the middle of implementation due to interference and threats by affiliates of a single politician. As Chauchard and Sircar
note, they do not believe there would have been widespread opposition to the information treatment, as their appeared to have been in (Humphreys and Weinstein, 2012), but also show that even
one incident of interference can derail a field experiment. One of the measures they suggest for
future researchers is to “Better inform all candidates mentioned on the treatments, including small
candidates from small parties.”
Our own experience underscores this suggestion. We held meetings with the leadership of
almost all of political parties participating, and reached out to all candidates, informing them of
the study and treatment. In the end, a handful chose not to participate, but there is no evidence
that they interfered with the information dissemination in any way. Perhaps more illustratively, we
encountered one case where a candidate was, for part of the primary campaign period, prevented
by his own party from standing, and the video for that constituency therefore did not include him.
He was informed of the project however, and when he was later allowed to join the race – but too
late to join the video – instructed his agents not to interfere with the screenings. Another candidate
reported “bumping into” a public screening and leaving immediately, explaining, “I couldn’t stay
as it might be misinterpreted.”21
Surely, part of the lack of politician interference in our study was also due to the particular
nature of our treatment, which allowed candidates to shape the content of the information. We
recognize that there is important information for voters that candidates would be unwilling to
provide about themselves, for example, poor attendance of legislative sessions, misallocation of
funds, or even criminal behavior. As our findings suggest, in contexts with very low levels of
information about candidates to begin with, it is also worth considering informational interventions
that share candidates’ policy preferences and other professional information that may be relevant
to a voter’s decision but also information the candidate willingly provides.
Finally, we turn briefly to a discussion of the second arm of our study – namely, holding public
screenings of Meet the Candidates videos. Here we find that watching these videos increases
political knowledge and affects vote choice, but also that the way in which candidate videos affect
vote choice varies across intra- and inter-party electoral contests. How generalizable are these
results? First, it is worth noting that a similar study in Sierra Leone also found an increase in
political knowledge and an increase in vote share for the best performers in candidate debates
(Casey, Glennerster and Bidwell, 2016). Thus, we now have two data points from two different
political contexts suggesting that candidate debates can shape voters’ knowledge and behavior.
21

Qualitative surveys with Members of Parliament conducted after the election.
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More studies on the effects of debates are currently underway. However, much less is known about
how voter behavior and response to information varies in intra- versus inter-party contests. Further,
we specifically sought out competitive constituencies as we expected that the effect of information
would be largest in these areas, for reasons outlined previously. Whether or not information can
sway voters away from an incumbent party in the party stronghold is unclear.
It is also somewhat surprising that treatment effects for good news on vote choice and turnout
were stronger for the individual than the public treatment arm. If anything, we had expected, in line
with some other studies in this volume, that the treatment would be stronger with public screenings,
where respondents have the opportunity to discuss with others and potentially coordinate on vote
choice.
There are at least two possible explanations why we observed stronger effects of good news
in the private arm. First, it could be that respondents paid greater attention to the video when
watching it alone. In a public setting, they could have been sitting far from the screen, showed up
late, or chatted with friends during part of the video. In the private screening, they watched the
entirety of the video on a tablet with earphones. There were few opportunities for distractions.
Another possibility is that the quality of the news relative to one’s priors received becomes
“muddied” in the presence of other viewers for whom watching the same video resulted in different
assessments of candidates. The same video, as we have shown, can provide good news about a
candidate to some people and bad news about that same candidate to others. Perhaps discussing
candidate quality and performance with a diverse crowd results in further updating by respondents,
thus making their final assessment after watching the video and discussing with friends noisier than
if they had watched the video alone and only had their own assessment to consider.
Together, the common arm of the study, where voters watch candidate videos privately, and
the alternate arm, where voters watch videos in a public setting, suggest that these videos, and
perhaps candidate debates more generally, are a promising means of sharing information with
voters. The evidence suggests both that voters learn about candidates through these videos and
that this learning affects their vote choice. We take these findings as evidence that Ugandan voters
care about more than just handouts around election time or the ethnicity of the candidate, two
factors often emphasized in studies of African voters.
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Appendix
A

Summary statistics
Table 6: Balance Tests

Treatment Mean
Age (years)
40.37
Female
0.41
Education (years)
5.84
Turnout in 2011
0.74
Wealth index
0.08
Closeness to NRM over other parties [-7,7]
1.20
Married or cohabiting
0.69
Formal profession
0.25
Powerful people can find out vote (1-5)
2.09
Elections are free & fair (1-5)
3.91
Salience of debate content [0,1]
0.64
Credibility of debates (1-4)
2.58
Frequency of news consumption (1-5)
3.92
Variables measured at the voter-candidate dyad:
Knowledge about candidate [0,7]
2.28
Coethnic with candidate
0.63
Voted for candidate before
0.14
Intend to vote for candidate
0.16

Control Mean
41.18
0.43
5.71
0.75
0.02
1.02
0.68
0.21
2.12
3.80
0.60
2.33
3.88

N
750
750
750
750
750
750
749
750
750
750
750
750
750

p-value Difference
0.484
0.574
0.667
0.771
0.475
0.403
0.681
0.167
0.772
0.222
0.306
0.004
0.598

2.22
0.68
0.15
0.17

4,377
4,377
4,377
4,377

0.281
0.000
0.583
0.633

Table 7: Ethnic distribution by constituency

Number of candidates
Ethnicity of majority of candidates
% of candidates of this ethnicity
% of sampled voters of this ethnicity
n

B
B.1

Bugweri

Buikwe South

Budaka

Lugazi

4
Basoga
100%
84%
221

5
Baganda
100%
68%
210

6
Bagwere
100%
76%
241

9
Baganda
89%
45%
175

Further results
Main estimation equation

To estimate the effect of the debates on vote choice conditional on the type of news a respondent
has/would have received, we estimate the following equations:
There are two core estimating equations. The first, Equation 1 is estimated for the set of votercandidate dyads where the voter receives good news about a candidate. This set of voters, our
treatment subjects, is denoted as L+ , defined as the set for whom Qj > Pij or Qj = Pij and
24

Figure 8: Distribution of relative weights by category (self-reported at baseline)
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Qj ≥ Q̂j , where Pij denote the prior beliefs of voter i over political information on a particular
attribute (policy or image) of candidate j, and where Qj denotes the information provided about
candidate j on that attribute. Q̂j denotes the median value of Qj . The second, Equation 2, is
estimated for the set of voter-candidate dyads where the voter receives bad news about a candidate.
This set of voters, L− , are the remaining subjects.
Nij+ denotes the difference between information and individual i’s prior (Qj − Pij ), defined for
all subjects in L+ and standardized by the mean and standard deviation of Qj −Pij in the L+ group
in each constituency. Nij+ is therefore a standardized measure of “good news” with mean 0 and
standard deviation of 1. Let Nij− denote the same quantity but for all subjects receiving bad news.
Thus, the two core estimating equations are the following:22

+

E(Yij |i ∈ L ) = β0 +

β1 Nij+

+ β2 Ti +

β3 Ti Nij+

k
X
+
(νk Zik + ψk Zik Ti )

(1)

j=1

−

E(Yij |i ∈ L ) = γ0 +

γ1 Nij−

+ γ2 Ti +

γ3 Ti Nij−

k
X
+
(νk Zik + ψk Zik Ti )

(2)

j=1

where Z1 , Z2 , ..., Zk are covariates as specified above, standardized to have a 0 mean.
The average treatment effect of information for L+ , voters receiving good news, is represented
by β2 . Meanwhile, γ2 is the average treatment effect of information for L− , voters receiving bad
news. Standard errors are clustered at the unit of randomization, the individual voter. Constituency
fixed effects are included.
For outcome variables where the unit of observation is the voter, i.e. political knowledge and
turnout, ij is replaced with i and standard errors are not clustered.

22

Note that these equations are as specified in the meta-preanalysis plan for the Metaketa initiative.
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B.2

Tables accompanying figures
Table 8: Effect on expected candidate effort if elected

Treatment
Treat x Distance
Distance
Constant
Controls
Constituency FE
N
R2

(1)
Good news
b/se

(2)
Good news
b/se

(3)
Bad news
b/se

(4)
Bad news
b/se

0.184***
(0.063)
0.078*
(0.041)
-0.172***
(0.031)
2.224***
(0.054)

0.161***
(0.058)
0.085*
(0.045)
-0.210***
(0.034)
2.253***
(0.047)

0.046
(0.060)
0.015
(0.043)
-0.108***
(0.036)
2.769***
(0.051)

-0.081
(0.058)
-0.021
(0.049)
-0.204***
(0.041)
2.886***
(0.045)

Yes

No

Yes

No

1809.000
0.195

1809.000
0.050

1639.000
0.311

1639.000
0.070
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B.3

Heterogeneous treatment effects
Table 9: Heterogeneous treatment effects by expecting favors
(1)
Good news
Incumbents

(2)
Good news
Viable

(3)
Good news
All

(4)
Bad news
Incumbents

(5)
Bad news
Viable

(6)
Bad news
All

0.079**
(0.039)
-0.107
(0.074)
0.052
(0.056)
0.001
(0.027)
-0.018
(0.019)
0.129***
(0.029)

0.048*
(0.026)
-0.027
(0.049)
-0.002
(0.036)
0.007
(0.019)
-0.018
(0.014)
0.145***
(0.018)

0.028**
(0.011)
-0.041*
(0.022)
0.026
(0.016)
0.009
(0.009)
-0.009
(0.007)
0.060***
(0.008)

0.117*
(0.065)
-0.303***
(0.110)
0.129*
(0.078)
-0.006
(0.047)
-0.010
(0.033)
0.299***
(0.042)

0.037
(0.032)
-0.068
(0.056)
-0.037
(0.041)
0.030
(0.024)
-0.038**
(0.018)
0.328***
(0.022)

0.017
(0.017)
-0.045
(0.030)
-0.013
(0.022)
0.012
(0.014)
-0.026**
(0.010)
0.182***
(0.012)

Controls
Constituency FE
N
R2

Yes
Yes
456
0.266

Yes
Yes
987
0.255

Yes
Yes
2,328
0.260

Yes
Yes
294
0.333

Yes
Yes
1,034
0.296

Yes
Yes
2,049
0.390

Treat + Treat x No Favor
p-value

-0.028
0.655

0.021
0.612

-0.013
0.485

-0.186
0.037

-0.031
0.502

-0.028
0.262

Treatment
Treat x No Favor
No Favor
Treat x Distance
Distance
Constant

Notes: No favors is a binary variable taking the value 1 if a respondent does not expect personal favors from
a candidate if elected, and 0 otherwise. The unit of observation is the voter-candidate dyad. The bottom panel
includes the coefficient and p-value from the linear combination of Treatment + Treat x No favors. *** p<0.01, **
p<0.05, * p<0.1.
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Table 10: Heterogeneous treatment effects by credibility of source
(1)
Good news
Incumbents

(2)
Good news
Viable

(3)
Good news
All

(4)
Bad news
Incumbents

(5)
Bad news
Viable

(6)
Bad news
All

-0.092
(0.093)
0.211
(0.130)
-0.151
(0.100)
0.006
(0.027)
-0.020
(0.019)
0.243***
(0.070)

-0.033
(0.062)
0.108
(0.086)
-0.102
(0.065)
0.009
(0.019)
-0.019
(0.014)
0.212***
(0.046)

-0.008
(0.028)
0.037
(0.039)
-0.044
(0.029)
0.010
(0.009)
-0.008
(0.007)
0.097***
(0.021)

-0.114
(0.142)
0.183
(0.198)
-0.057
(0.138)
-0.020
(0.047)
-0.013
(0.033)
0.375***
(0.099)

0.032
(0.071)
-0.033
(0.101)
0.064
(0.072)
0.026
(0.024)
-0.036**
(0.018)
0.276***
(0.050)

-0.008
(0.038)
0.012
(0.054)
0.014
(0.039)
0.011
(0.014)
-0.025**
(0.010)
0.170***
(0.027)

Controls
N
R2

Yes
456
0.267

Yes
987
0.256

Yes
2,328
0.259

Yes
294
0.315

Yes
1,034
0.291

Yes
2,049
0.387

Treat + Treat x Credible source
p-value

0.119
0.030

0.075
0.034

0.029
0.067

0.069
0.416

-0.002
0.972

0.004
0.856

Treatment
Treat x Credible source
Credible source
Treat x Distance
Distance
Constant

Notes: Credible source is a binary variable taking the value 1 if a respondent considered a video about candidates a
credible source of information at baseline, and 0 otherwise. The unit of observation is the voter-candidate dyad. The
bottom panel includes the coefficient and p-value from the linear combination of Treatment + Treat x Credible source. ***
p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.

B.4

Robustness
Table 11: Robustness test. Effect on vote choice, at face-value

Treatment
Treat x Distance
Distance
Constant
Controls
N
R2

(1)
Good news
Incumbent

(2)
Good news
Viable

(3)
Good news
All

(4)
Bad news
Incumbent

(5)
Bad news
Viable

(6)
Bad news
All

0.064*
(0.035)
0.023
(0.028)
-0.032
(0.020)
0.185***
(0.026)

0.045***
(0.017)
0.016
(0.017)
-0.026**
(0.010)
0.184***
(0.012)

0.019**
(0.008)
0.019**
(0.010)
-0.014**
(0.006)
0.087***
(0.006)

0.031
(0.050)
0.035
(0.045)
-0.059*
(0.031)
0.404***
(0.034)

-0.012
(0.022)
0.039
(0.024)
-0.066***
(0.018)
0.403***
(0.015)

-0.019*
(0.010)
0.016
(0.015)
-0.041***
(0.012)
0.232***
(0.007)

Yes
456
0.335

Yes
987
0.331

Yes
2,328
0.331

Yes
294
0.428

Yes
1,034
0.397

Yes
2,049
0.499
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C

Script for Debates

Introduction
MEET THE CANDIDATES
Welcome to this “Meet the Candidates” session! Today, [NRM parliamentary candidates/parliamentary
candidates] in the primaries for [insert constituency name] answer questions about their background, qualifications and positions on important policy issues.
These candidates are competing in the primary elections [of the National Resistance Movement/in the general elections], which are scheduled [for the end of September/to take place in
February]. [The winner from this race will become the NRM flagbearer for [insert constituency
name] in the February 2016 general elections.] Before we hear from your candidates, there are a
few things you should know about your Parliament.
WHAT DOES PARLIAMENT DO?
Your government is made up of three branches. These are: the Parliament, the Executive, and
the Judiciary. These three branches all have different roles but they work together.
Parliament, which is made up of Members of Parliament, makes the laws that govern Uganda.
The Executive branch, which includes the President, the Vice President, the Prime Minister,
and the Cabinet, implements and enforces the laws written by Parliament.
It is important to know Members of Parliament are not responsible for implementing laws or
government programs, and do not control district budgets. This means that Members of Parliament
are not directly responsible for engaging in development projects in their constituencies, such as
the construction of roads, schools, or health facilities.
SO WHAT DO MEMBERS OF PARLIAMENT DO?
Your Member of Parliament represents your interests by participating in the making of laws that
guide the government. He or she does this by. . .
1. Raising and debating issues of national importance
2. Following up on the implementation of government programs in your constituency
3. Attending Local Council meetings to observe implementation of government programs
4. Making petitions to Parliament on your behalf
5. Helping to decide how funding is allocated in the national budget
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Anyone who wants to stand for member of Parliament must have a minimum set of qualifications. In order to stand for Member of Parliament, a person must:
1. Be a citizen of Uganda
2. Be a registered voter
3. Completed a minimum formal education of Advance Level standard or its equivalent
And now, we are excited to introduce your candidates!
[SHOW: CANDIDATE PHOTOS AND NAMES ]
[Note: in case any candidates do not appear, include the following: Candidate[s] X, Y , Z were
offered the opportunity to participate in this session but did not]
[PRESENTED BY]
This event has been made possible by a group of civil society organizations and academic
institutions, and is supported by the [NRM and national Electoral Commission/national Electoral
Commission].
Now, let’s get started!
BACKGROUND [30 seconds]
Thank you for participating in this “Meet the Candidates” session. Please begin by telling us
a little bit about your background and qualifications for running as Member of Parliament for
[insert constituency name].
CONSTITUENCY PRIORITIES [2 minutes]
Members of Parliament have the opportunity to influence which policy issues are prioritized. It
is important to prioritize because there are limited resources available to tackle problems, and so
some issues will receive more attention than others from government. Here is a list of key sectors.
- Education
- Infrastructure, like roads and bridges
- Security, like the police and military
- Healthcare
- Agricultural development
- Energy supply
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- Creation of jobs
- Water and sanitation
In your opinion, what is the single most important issue for the people in your constituency?
If elected as Member of Parliament, what concrete actions will you take to address this issue?
DISTRICT CREATION [2 minutes]
In the last ten years, many new districts have been created in Uganda. The debate about district
creation is ongoing. Some people support and others oppose the creation of more districts in the
coming years. What about you? Do you support or oppose the creation of more districts in Uganda,
and why?
MONEY AND POLITICS
Some people argue that money plays too large a role in politics in Uganda. For example, money is
sometimes used to buy votes, which is illegal but common. Do you think that candidates convicted
of vote buying should be banned from contesting any elections for five years? Why or why not?
PERFORMANCE [2 minutes]
Please tell us about any achievements that show that you will be a good representative for the
people of this constituency.
CHARACTERISTICS [1 minute 30 seconds]
Individuals may have many characteristics that make them good candidates for elected office.
What is the most important characteristic of yours that makes you the best person to represent
this constituency?

CLOSING
Thank you to all of our candidates for participating in this Meet the Candidates session. We wish
you the best with your campaigns.
Thank you to our viewers for watching this program. Your vote matters!
[Election day for the NRM primaries is scheduled for the end of September. If you have
questions about voting, or questions about the NRM primary election, please contact your local
NRM official.]
Thank you and good evening.
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